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THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH 
 

Don’t just think about the 
things you have done,  

think about the things you 
haven’t done but  
you want to do!  

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 

Wednesday,11th January 2017 
 

Why The Whistle Went  
 Coach Education Session 

with Wayne Barnes 

at Cambridge RUFC 
 

Tuesday, 7th February 2017 
Next Monthly Meeting  

at Shelford RUFC 
 

12th & 26th February 2017 
 

ELRA Level 2 course 
       available for booking 

 at Cantabrigians RUFC 
 

Friday 7th April 2017 
 

Annual Dinner  
and Ladies Night 

at Christ’s College 

A SACKFUL OF MEMORIES 
 

                            Though summer turns to winter 
 And the present disappears 
 The laughter we were glad to share 
 Will echo through the years 
 When other nights and other days 
 May find us gone our separate ways 

                            We’ll have these moments to remember 
 

Indeed, there are many special moments to remember about 2016, not least for 
the England team. Rising like a phoenix from the ashes of their RWC 2015 cam-
paign, it was a year of invincibility for them with thirteen consecutive victories.  
 

For CUDRRS, it was the 70th year in which the County and University referees 
operating as one society continued to serve Cambridgeshire Rugby well.  
 

For me, it was a year to recall for reasons of wife, life and knife. Wife, because 
Mrs D and I celebrated our Golden Wedding anniversary in June, Life because in 
September I received the National Rugby Award for a lifetime of achievement in 
our sport and Knife because in November I underwent abdominal surgery at      
Addenbrooke’s Hospital.  You could say for me 2016 was a “cut” above the rest. 
 

It was also an unforgettable year for WWW, Messrs Wilson, Worsley and Whyall  
- new AR role, new Level 7 grade and new baby respectively.  
 

Other members who completed basic training or who officiated at higher levels 
should be satisfied with what they achieved during these past twelve months. 
 

We now go forward together into 2017 to achieve even more things. There will be 
fresh challenges for us to face, some of which are featured in this issue.  
 

Oh! I almost forgot to remember that referendum on 23rd June. Brexit. 
It is a word that has entered the vernacular of professional rugby. On TV there is 
constant reference to the “Brexit “strategy used for defence. Or maybe I heard it 
wrong. They do speak a different language up there. 
 

Anyway, I wish you a Merry Christmas and then an even better New Year.               
         Editor 

A MIXED SEASON 
In his half term report with seasonal greetings, Jon Evans expresses 
both his joys and frustrations about the season so far.  A fuller edited 
text of his statement appears later in this issue. 
  

He says the potential shown by our new young referees is something 
to celebrate. His frustration, shared with several members, stems 
from the increasing number of matches in local rugby that are being 
cancelled at the last minute after referees have been appointed.  
In addition to that, some clubs/schools are, against the rules they 

have signed up to, approaching our referees directly to referee their matches.  
 

As Marcellus said to Horatio in Hamlet “Something is rotten in the state of Den-
mark”. Jon and the Management Group are determined to confront these chal-
lenges at county, club, school and university colleges levels.   
 

In the meantime, he wishes you a happy and restful Christmas and urges you to be 
prepared for  the 2

nd
 half of the season. “Your society and the clubs we serve need 

you, although it may not always feel like it!”    
 

Come on CUDRRS.  Let’s resolve to follow the leader.  
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WORTH THE WAIT? 
We now know how next season’s rugby will be different. The World Rugby Council has 
approved and announced five law changes for global trial in 2017.  
 

They are mostly designed, at least in theory, to improve the overall speed of the game 
and deal with aspects of law that include front-row replacements, advantage, touch,   
penalty tries and time-keeping. Full details can be found on the World Rugby website   

(http://www.worldrugby.org/news/205710)  

In line with the law review timetable, the trial will begin on 1st January in the southern 
hemisphere and 1st August  in the north and will last initially for one year.  

 

World Rugby Chairman Bill Beaumont said: "World Rugby continually reviews the laws to ensure that the game is 
as enjoyable, simple and safe as possible at all levels”. 
 

The reasons for these specific changes are given as: 
●   to discourage teams from going to uncontested scrums and infringing in the dying moments of the game 
●   to discourage repeat offending when advantage is already being played and from illegally preventing a probable  
     try from being scored, while also saving time on the clock by negating the need for a conversion 
●   to make it easier for the match officials to adjudicate touch when a player is "juggling” the ball 
●   to simplify law and to increase ball-in-play time  
and “Are designed to improve the experience of those playing and watching the game at all levels and to avoid 
negative play where possible”, according to Rugby Committee Chairman, John Jeffrey,  
 

So why did I feel somewhat underwhelmed when I read through them?  At the risk of being accused of being an old 
grouch, I sense that mention of watchers means these changes are geared more towards the business end of the 
game rather than the grassroots.  My reading of grassroots rugby is that most of its participants play to enjoy them-
selves not to entertain others.   
 

I am underwhelmed because I do not see that these changes will impact upon Community Rugby to any great de-
gree, especially when I recall the news release that promised: 
 

“Exciting law trials will take place in national competitions during 2015-16 season with the successful ones taken 
forward to global trial from 2017. With the promotion of player welfare, law simplification and spectator experience 
at the core, World Rugby has confirmed details of a package of law trials that will be trialled domestically within the 
current quadrennial law review process”. 
 

For me the main areas of play that require change relate to scrum collapses after engagement, high tackles and 
concussion, players diving over ball at the breakdown and the correct refereeing of current law by match officials at 
the top. Continuity of play for the benefit of the paying public now dominates the guidance issued about how to 
referee a match. Never mind the offending, think of the takings.  These days I feel like typing R£U for RFU. 
 

The non-observance of the law at the top does affect attitudes towards referees at Community level who try to offi-
ciate correctly. Disregard for  Law 20.5 has eliminated the skill of hooking and the credibility of the scrum as a fair 
contest. “Why us and not them, Ref”?  is the question from the Vets No. 9 when penalised for not straight. 
 

“Hope springs eternal in the human breast”. I will wait patiently for those proposed law amendments that did not 
win approval for global trial this time. They are to be examined further under closed domestic trial conditions to pro-
vide extensive data, player, coach and match official feedback for evaluation. Might even involve CUDRRS. 
 

If I have misjudged the impact of next season’s law changes on the Community game where CUDRRS operates, 
these columns are open to readers to put me right.  Please share your thoughts. 
 

In the meantime, switch your attention from recruiting referees who can run around to finding people with a pilot’s 
licence.  CUDRRS could lead a revolution in officiating by harnessing modern technology just as Eddie Jones has 
done with the England squad at their Surrey training base. Eddie has been using a Spider drone hovering 100ft in 

the air over their training sessions and he later raved about its benefits. 
 

Management Group is considering whether to buy a supply of these drones for our referees to 
utilise when the weather is inclement. From the comfort of their cars, our technically skilled 
referees would have a bird’s eye view of play and communicate by loudspeaker set up in touch 
on the half way line before the match. If MG decides to adopt this system, the next AGM will 
be asked to vote on whether the machines should be armed with missiles that can be directed 
at those players whose actions deserve red cards.  Nothing deadly just dyeing. 

 

Why not ask Santa for a drone for Christmas in case CUDRRS does adopt this new concept of refereeing matches 
by drone. Practice with them and see whether they could work for you and let CONTACT know your findings.     

 

When some of our local clubs were sounded out about this idea, they commented that they thought it was already 
operating because some of our referees already drone on in a dull monotonous voice.  Not us, surely? 
 

In order that you can’t be accused of being a drone, start wishing everyone a Merry Xmas today.  

Ignore me, that’s the Xmas sherry talking (Bristol Cream, of course). Hic!                                                      Editor                                                                                                                             
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PREVENT TO PROTECT 
Thirty five years ago at Wimbledon, John McEnroe exclaimed in disbelief at a line call ruling 
“You cannot be serious”. I sometimes feel like saying the same about the determination of the 
law makers to protect players from injury, especially when it comes to sanctions for illegal con-
tact with the head. Risks should be reduced to the lowest reasonably practicable level by taking 
preventative measures. They could and should do more. 
 

However, recent World Rugby declarations and directives to referees are beginning to make me 
change my mind although the tenor of what is being said is still geared towards setting in-
creased punishment for the offences rather than reducing or eliminating the opportunities for  
offences to be committed.  After a working life of 40 years in public health, I am wedded to the 
notion that prevention is better than cure. My health and safety training always steers me      

towards the removal of risks. Changes to the laws should be directed towards doing that. I submit. 
 

There is genuine concern about the increasingly brutal nature of modern Rugby, particularly about the frequency 
with which players suffer concussion and the after effects that has. Fortunately, there is less incidence of this in 
Community Rugby.  Grassroots players remember they and their opponents have to go to work next day. 
 

Improvements made in medical attention are most welcome but what about introducing more preventive measures 
and directing referees to act pre-emptively. CONTACT has often raised the issue of collisions in the game like the 
big hit, clear outs at breakdowns and high tackles before. We return to the subject again prompted by events in 
recently televised matches.  
 

My watching of Rugby this year has switched from touchline to sofa.   For the past few months, whilst I was awaiting 
surgery and now recovering, Mrs D has watched Premiership and International matches on TV with me. She loves 
the dulcet welsh tones of Jonathan Davies commentating and recognises Craig MK and Wayne when they referee 
and the voice of Rowan.    “Aren’t referees young these days”, she says.  (I was once, Luv. Remember?) 

 

She has strong views about what should happen to those who foul their opponents by hitting 
them around the head. “They should be sent off”.  Interestingly, this similar to what the World 
Rugby poster advocates for those who are injured - Get them off.  A discussion then follows 
about whether the removal of the offender should be temporary or permanent for the match.   
Transportation to the southern hemisphere is not considered a realistic option. 
 

Her opinion is that if Rugby is genuinely serious about making the game safer then players 
who deliberately or even accidentally make contact with an opponent’s head should be ex-
cluded from the game. They need to change their mentality and techniques and control their 
instincts. The imposition of the toughest sanctions to amend behaviour may take time but jus-
tice delayed is justice denied. Unless that action starts soon, more folk will end up tragically 
injured.  Leonardo Senatore might have been paralysed in this incident pictured here, albeit 
Elliot Daly was more guilty of mistimed recklessness rather than being deliberately malicious.   

 

Prevention is better than cure and leaping into 
the air to field the ball should be made illegal. 
Looks spectacular and requires skill when there 
is a fair challenge but it is dangerous, unneces-
sary and we should eliminate the risk of things 
going wrong.  
 

Safer rugby does not mean less enjoyable rugby 
or less physically demanding rugby. It will still be 
fun to play.  Referees should not be expected to 
manage potentially unsafe but legal actions. 

Safety is their top priority and they should not have this duty compromised by ineffective laws.  
 

All head contact must be regarded as “verboten”. Let’s give the thugs and the thoughtless some time off the pitch 
to reconsider how to play the game. Use yellow or red cards instantly and ban offenders to make the game safer. 
 

The fact that there are two types of rugby within what is claimed to be a seamless game, makes legislating to 
please all participants in it contentious. Yes, it’s tough at the top and in the professional game it is a battle for sur-
vival. But that can engender brutal attitudes, tantamount to kill or be killed.  No wonder parents are worried about 
letting their youngsters take up such a vicious sport. The knock on effect will mean that less players will want to 
take part in the Community game in which aspiring and retiring elite players often adopt professional attitudes. 
 

Rugby laws need to secure safe methods of competing for possession and encourage the basic skills of running 
with the ball, passing and tackling to stop but not maim. According to the Playing Charter the contests should re-
ward superior skills displayed not force .  Law 14 -  “The Game is to be played by players who are on their feet.” 
 

My fear is that Rugby may well not survive as a XV a side game, albeit 23 a side in some cases. It might end up as 
seven a side all year round. Let’s prevent that and speak out for a safer game before it is too late.  
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A live Facebook group is now ready to use. If you are a Facebook member, have a 
search for CUDRRS and you should be able to join the group. 

DANGERS RECOGNISED 

It seems that someone might have eavesdropped on Mrs D and my conversations. Is nothing secret? 
 

World Rugby has announced details of an enhanced and modernised framework of sanctions following an exten-
sive review of the sport's disciplinary processes. With effect from 3 January, 2017, a new table of sanctions will be 
introduced, accompanied by game-wide education of disciplinary personnel to achieve greater consistency of deci-
sions across multiple competitions and jurisdictions. There will be 
  ● Tougher sanctions for dangerous play relating to the head 
  ● Revision of entry points to reflect the modern game 
  ● Minor adjustments to other entry points to make them more practical for the aggravation and  
     mitigation element of the sanctioning process  
  ● Equivalent, consistent adjustments to the underage sanctions table taking into account shorter  
     seasons and other disciplinary measures at that level. 
 

In advance of this new directives have been given to referees in the elite game but it’s what happens on the field 
and not in the disciplinary committee room that concerns me.  

 

World Rugby has issued law application guidelines for dangerous tackles (High Tackles) saying 
It is recognised, of course, as with other types of illegal and/or foul play, depending on the circumstances of the 
high tackle, the range of sanctions extends from a penalty kick to the player receiving a red card. An illegal high 
tackle involving a stiff arm or swinging arm to the head of the opponent, with no regard to the player’s safety, bears 
all the hallmarks of an action which should result in a red card or a yellow card being seriously considered. 
 

In the Guinness PRO12  referees have been given these points of emphasis for 2016/17. 
To create the opportunity for more positive play, referees are to prioritise clearing tacklers away from the break-
down as quickly as possible to ensure a fair contest. 
 

Referees have also been asked to remain vigilant to players clearing out at the ruck without binding and sanction 
any shoulder or forearm charges which potentially put player safety at risk.  
 

Similar guidelines have been set for refereeing Scottish Domestic Rugby. 
Players run the risk of red cards if contact is made to the head of an opponent. 
 

Kieran Brookes of Northampton Saints now knows this only too well. He was dismissed from the match with New-
castle Falcons for using his upper forearm against the head of Scott Lawson in a counter ruck.   
   

Northampton director of rugby Jim Mallinder:  
"I've looked at it a few times and what happened was that someone put their head into the ruck. They came in and 
caused that first offence, Kieran Brookes took exception to that and their players took exception to Kieran Brookes. 
What you can't do is retaliate. You can't strike anybody near the head and the referee had no option”.  
 

Newcastle director of rugby Dean Richards said: "I haven't looked at the sending off too closely, but if he has made 
contact with the head it is disappointing from Kieran's point of view. (Only disappointing and not dangerous, Dean?) 
 

The breakdown continues to present problems for players  how they approach it. To compete or not to compete.    
To saddle roll clean out or drive over the ball. To avoid contact with the opponents head and neck or get penalised. 
 

The roll out should have been specified as illegal instead of allowing the neck roll to be used and then banned. 
It breached the principle of not tackling players who did not have the ball and deliberately collapsing the ruck.  
 

Belatedly, law makers are waking up to the threats that face the game by failure to identify the risks that are grow-
ing at elite level and which are positively dangerous to the grassroots game. 
 

CUDRRS members through their involvement in the Community game must have thoughts on these matters and 
CONTACT provides them with a forum to air them and suggest how better law making would make better rugby. 
 

Readers are asked to  contribute to the debate and to comment on the recent concussion issue relating to George 
North in the Leicester v Northampton match. See the next page of pictures and the editor’s view. 

A SUCCESSFUL YEAR 
 
These two referees can look back on 2016 with satisfaction. 
  

Andy Bolden (left) has moved up to Level  9 following good reports. 
 

Matthew Spencer (right) has completed his probationary training, been signed 
off as competent and graded at Level 13. He is already qualified as a Level 1 

http://laws.worldrugby.org/?highlight=high%20tackle%20sanctions&domain=9&guideline=3
http://laws.worldrugby.org/?highlight=high%20tackle%20sanctions&domain=9&guideline=3


 

ASKING FOR TROUBLE 
 

The current hot topic in the head/concussion debate is the incident in the recent Leicester v Northampton match. 
  

There are several video clips of the incident posted by the media on the web.  Some stills are shown below. 
 

Saints’ Stephen Myler kicked the ball which went over Adam Thompstone, the Tigers right wing.  He turned to 
chase the ball but it bounced backwards and over his head.  He turned again and was faced with George North 
following up at pace.  
 

The ball was in the air between them and they closed to within two metres of each other. Only George’s eyes were 
on the ball. He decided to leap to catch it and, with his knee up, he made contact with Adam at shoulder height. 
 

Adam in a slightly stooped position spread his arms. As these stills show, Adam did not actually grasp George.  
 

North’s momentum careered him over Thompstone’s right shoulder and he fell on to the ground. He laid there  
seemingly spark out. 
 

There is dispute about whether George was concussed and whether the medical staff dealt with the injury satisfac-
torily and had reference to TV material.  
 

CONTACT makes no comment on this but questions whether the yellow card sanction against Thompstone was 
fair in the circumstances where he had little chance of avoiding contact with North. Further, it questions whether 
this leaping off the ground is a risk to player safety and should be prohibited in law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It will be argued that Adam Thompstone should have conceded possession of the ball when he did not have sight  
of it and deserved the punishment for making contact. He did not contest possession and even if he had stood still, 
George North would have still gone over his shoulder, probably. 
 

But why does World Rugby concentrate on the punishment and delegate responsibility to play safely to the        
combatants in a match who are under pressure and not always able to think and react instantly. 
 

CONTACT remains convinced that these incidents will end up with a player sustaining critical injury unless the 
dangerous nature of this leaping to catch the ball is banned.   World Rugby without pressure on them and thinking 
“safety first” should act before it has reason to regret. They took the hit out of the engagement to save necks. They 
should take the leap out of catching to save heads. 
 

No doubt readers will have views on this incident and the suggestion that the law should be changed to safeguard 
players more. Please share your views with others and comment to CONTACT.  
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CURATE’S EGG                   Position statement by President Evans 
 

Well, that’s another pre-Christmas season completed.  
 

We began on a high in September with the Lifetime Achievement Award to Mike Dimambro at the National Rugby 
Awards.  We have also been encouraged by a few young referees joining the Society who show great potential.   
 

There has been some good rugby but I also know a number of referees have also experienced much frustration. 
For that I can only apologise. Trust me, your committee and the particular officers who manage your appointments 
are feeling it too. 
 

It has been a difficult time for clubs with a lack of players leading to cancelled games (many on the morning of, or if 
we are lucky the night before) the game. More games than we would like (especially in the college leagues) have 
taken place with uncontested scrums.  
 

I am also aware of a few instances where referees have either been moved to a different game upon arrival, or 
have been tapped up by a club/school to cover a particular game. Both are unacceptable practices and referees 
are reminded that they should only cover the game they are appointed to and that they are NOT insured by 
CUDRRS if they undertake a game not allocated to them by the Appointments Managers. 
 

Here in Cambridgeshire, we are yet to see the increase in players in the community game that the RFU keeps talk-
ing about. I think all clubs in our area are running less teams than over the last few years, Cantabs being the ex-
ception. 
 

I regret this state of affairs but we do plan to take action to remedy it, if possible. 
 

I plan to write soon to all the affiliated clubs (for both adult and youth rugby) to remind them of their responsibilities 
and ensure they understand the difficulties they cause us by changing/cancelling games at a late stage. 
 

Ross McEwan, our representative to Cambridgeshire RFU, will make them fully aware of these issues at their 
January meeting. 
 

We will be in touch with those clubs/schools who have dealt directly with our referees or who have moved them to 
allow a coach to referee the match. 
 

The University has difficulties in sustaining a viable rugby competition at college level. The CB has already begun 
discussing the future and I would hope CUDRRS can contribute to a re-energised league system. 
 

We intend to do as much as we can to make things work smoothly for all involved. 
 

Having said all that, let’s remember we are all volunteers and in it together. I ask members “Are you doing all you 
can to help the society?” and  ask our referees “Are you as good as you can be for the games you are given?” 
 

There is good news. I have now established a pretty good relationship with our clubs/ schools which means that 
they feel able to talk to me about the society which, in the main, they regard very highly.  
 

However, I am hearing comments about referee performances suggesting a few have been off the pace, not famil-
iar with the new laws or indeed have been slow to confirm attendance etc. during the week. 
 

As President, I am happy to represent you but I do need your help to make sure that when I raise issues with our 
customers they appreciate that we are also working hard to improve our service to them. 
 

Aside from all these issues mentioned above, my biggest disappointment is the lack of attendance at the monthly 
meetings. In November, we were fortunate to hear from Rowan Kitt immediately after he had been the TMO for the 
Ireland  v All Black game in Chicago. We won’t get much better than that but attendance was still poor. 
 

These meetings are organised for members’ benefit, so please make every effort to attend. If they aren’t what’s 
wanted, then tell us what you would like and we will do something different. Absence provides no answer. 
 

I am delighted to announce that we are launching a Referees with Ambition (RWA) program, in response to feed-
back we have had from some of our members. This scheme is open to anybody who wishes to progress but per-
haps due to age or even ability won’t make it to the panel. Details are contained within this edition of CONTACT 
and I would ask you to consider if you can and wish to make the commitment to be part of it. 
 

In summary then, we have had a tough few months but if we stick at it, I am sure it will look better come April.  
 

We have a new referee training  course at Cantabrigians in February. It is already fully booked so we may be 
joined by some reinforcements. We wish the very best of luck to all those who joined us in 2016 and offer our sup-
port. It won’t be long before we start again in January so make sure you rest up, eat and drink well. Thank you for 
your continued service – we really appreciate all your efforts for the good of the game. 

FEBRUARY VISITOR 
At our first monthly meeting of 2017 we will be joined by John Widdowson (RFU). John is the Training Officer for 

our region.  He will be delivering the CMOD on the Maul and speak with our new RWA squad. 
Please do not miss this one and show support  your support for our Management Team.  
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REFEREES WITH AMBITION 
“Great ambition is the passion of a great character.  

Those endowed with it may perform very good or very bad acts. All depends on the principles which direct them”.   
 

For the characters in CUDRRS with ambition, the principles which direct them are in our Membership Charter. 
 

When did you last read it ? It is our Society’s Game Plan and is set out in our handbook. In it we commit ourselves 
to achieving Better Refereeing for Better Rugby. This requires the society to provide opportunities for all our match 
officials to reach their full potential.  
 

Unless it does, the words of the Charter are not worth the paper they are written on. If no help is given to those with 
ambition to achieve it, they could become frustrated. But there is Good News - help is at hand.  
 

CONTACT is pleased to announce a Management Group development initiative which will start in the New Year.  
 

Charles Osbourn spells out the details below.  Those who wish to participate in the scheme are asked to prepare 
their PDPs and send or give them to either Jon Evans or Charles Osbourn after 1st January 2017.  
 

To become a better referee is a commendable New Year’s resolution to make. With this scheme, there is a good 
chance that all of the resolutions will become realities. Over the Christmas period, the ambitious should be thinking 
about the next two seasons, decide to make that extra effort to realise their dreams and put it down on paper.  Best 
wishes to those referees who do. 
 

Here is the News. 
 

The Management Group is aware that several of our referees have the ambition to progress a number of grades 
during the next couple of seasons. These referees are currently at a variety of levels within the society but have not 
been identified as a Referee With Potential (RWP) to make Group/Panel status. 
 

After some discussion, we have decided that we will set up a Referees With Ambition (RWA) group. The aim of this 
group is to support the ambitions of these referees and help them achieve higher grades within two years. 
  

Referees identified as RWP will NOT be included in this group, although we will be talking with that group to pro-
vide similar support. To achieve our aim for the new group, we will do (amongst other things) the following: 
  ●  Enable a get together for a short session during each monthly training meeting to discuss amongst     
      themselves issues that have arisen and how they might solve them with the help of a senior referee 
  ●  Referees in this group will be expected to attend the training meetings 
  ●  Identify a group leader to work as a mentor and coach to support and assist their development 
  ●  Use suitable appointments to ensure they get the challenges they need 
  ●  Ensure sufficient assessments are completed to support grading discussions 
  ●  Explore ‘out of county’ opportunities to fit with development and their individual circumstances. 
 

Referees who wish to be considered for this group need to make themselves known and prepare a personal devel-
opment plan (PDP) covering the next two seasons. The society has a template for this which is available on the 
CUDRRS website. 
 

Each application will be considered on its own merit and any referee either added to the group or who miss out ini-
tially will be spoken to and provided with feedback. Remember, this is not a closed group and referees will be al-
lowed to join or leave at any point. Given the requirements and the commitment that are required, anyone that 
does miss out will have plenty of opportunity to develop and join at a future date. 
 

If you have any questions, please speak to a member of the Management Group. 

PLAYERS’ TAKE OVER BID 
Saffron Walden, in a bid to win The Whistlers’ Trophy for the 
fifth time,  have developed a new way to show they do  appre-
ciate the referee and wish to help raise the standards of refe-
reeing. 
 

It involves one of the team pointing out offences to the referee 
and then teammates applauding the decision.  
 

This has the added benefit of relieving the referee from find-
ing a touch judge or the society needing to appoint assistant 
referees or even an assessor. 
 

If this method of officiating catches on, Rugby may well return 
to its pre 1892  days when the captains from both teams 
would set the rules down before the game began and would 
arbitrate the game together as it went on. 

  

Cy Philp, seen here at Walden v Old Priorians,  was not persuaded to adopt the new approach and did it his way. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_union_gameplay
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MERRY QUIZ - MAS 

It was a cold dark night reminiscent of that very first Christmas. Like Mary and Joseph, we found that there was no 
room for us at the inn. The 20 quizzers who turned up at Shelford for an evening of friendship and fun were denied 
use of the committee room because an RFU deputation were visiting the club to discuss G4 pitch matters. 
 

Instead of the cosy warmth of our usual haunt, the GM Quiz was held in the cool stark space that is the Ladies 
changing area. The indomitable spirit of the CUDRRS monthly meeting regulars rose to the occasion.  
 

Fortified by copious delicacies and stimulated by the varied subjects that Guy Mulley had chosen for his questions, 
the usual banter and laughter soon warmed the room.    

Questions ranged from the Rio Olympics to World Series Sevens, Laws, knowledge of CUDRRS, Rugby on TV, 
Identify the referee in these photos and five crossbar challenges (Guy’s crosswords are sent on a separate pdf). 
 

Examples: Name the 10 venues for this season’s World Series Sevens. Can you take a penalty kick for goal in 
Sevens? Who did Jonathan Davies play for when he returned to Union from Rugby League?                                 
Who is CUDRRS representative to the Cambridgeshire Rugby Union? What was Brian Moore’s qualification before 
he became a referee?  What is the currency of both North and South Korea?   
 

The all round knowledge of some members is greater than others and the top three egg heads turned out to be  
Charles Osbourn (35 points), Steve Jackson (28 points) and Ben Wyall (25 points).  
 

There should have been a prize giving ceremony but our venerable “quizmeister” had left the prizes on his kitchen 
table. To compensate the masterminds, they were allowed to go first to finish of the grub.   
 

A night when it was probably best that only a select group turned up. It might not be so next time.  
Be there on February 7th 2017. 

STRICTLY COME PRANCING                         (That’s what CUDRRS refs do when Santa Hanlon calls).  
 

It is rare for Craig Revel Horwood to give a ten for performances on Strictly. 
 

John Hanlon, however, is pleased to be able to award top marks to those he calls 
upon to referee youth Rugby and also uses Craig’s complimentary word  
  

John says “A very happy Christmas to my fab — u — lous Sunday squad”. 
 

The quality of refereeing that CUDRRS provided for the youngsters playing Rugby in 
Cambridge is superb and very much appreciated by their clubs and coaches. 
  

The service is envied by clubs outside Cambridgeshire. 
 

(Editor: Hope John likes the dancing connection since he is an exponent of the art and deserves a ten himself.)  
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WHO IS THIS? 
 

Some referees can’t wait until Christmas to open their presents. 
 

Having called up the chimney to ask Santa for a pair of purple 
coloured boots, this member’s request was  granted.  
 

They were tried out and found to be comfortable. 
Why did this person choose purple?  
 

Perhaps to reveal his personality because it is his favourite colour 
and means he is sensitive and compassionate, understanding and 
supportive, thinking of others before himself. 
 

No wonder he became a referee with CUDRRS. 
 

Purple also indicates he is a person others come to for help but as 
he is motivated by being needed, sometimes people take advan-
tage of him. 
 

Our mystery person is gentle and  a free spirit. His feelings run 
deep and he can be quite sensitive to hurtful comments from oth-
ers (including assessors), although he would never show it. 
 

Question of the month is “Can you name the owner of these legs 
and boots?”  Send your answer to the Editor. 

TRADITION AUDITION  
CUDRRS is creating an opportunity for its members to take up a stage career. 
 

It is producing a traditional pantomime and is looking for potential thespians. 
 

Only one role has been cast to date.  That’s why there is no smile on the face of this 
ugly sister. She is pining for a sibling to come forward from the society’s match officials 
to perform in the production of Cinderella.  
 

Management Group has already cast some parts based on known attributes. 
 

Cinderella                David Tyrrell who is kind hearted and eager to get to the ball  
Buttons                     Tom Northcote who is funny and quick witted  
Prince Charming      Guy Mulley, a smooth talker with good looks  
Wicked Stepmother  Mike Bragg who has a wicked wit and is sometimes feared 
Ugly Stepsister 1      Spike Dewing (pictured), a seasoned performer 
Ugly Stepsister 2      TBA.    
Fairy Godmother       Charles Osbourn who can make referees’ dreams come true 
Baron Hardup            Paul Wilson who will be totally out of character 
Dandini                      Rowan Kitt, aide and confidante to princely referees 
 

Casting director, Jon Evans, is to look outside the society for someone dim, daft and 
dangerous for the vacancy.  Someone suggested Bojo. Can you Trump that? 

NEW BOYS ON THE BLOCK 
Quiz Night gave a warm welcome to these new probationer members. They are from left to right  

Oliver Fudge, Tom Coen and Lee Coney.  
CONTACT wishes them well and a very enjoyable time with CUDRRS. 

Oliver is Bristol born and is working in Cambridge for a 
year as a Biochemist with AstraZeneca. He passed his 
Level 2 at the University of Exeter where he obtained 
his degree. 
 

Tom Coen is a 14 years old pupil at Botttisham Village 
College.  A No. 8, he passed his Level 2 on a course 
run by Cambridge University at Grange Road. 
 

Lee Coney is a new member but a familiar face having 
played for Shelford for many years.  
 

Lee was always ready to give our referees a helpful 
suggestion now and then during the game.  
 

They will now reciprocate as politely as Lee did.   



 

 

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS. 
 

Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited. 
 

Please send your comments, views etc by email to:  
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.    
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GOOD RELATIONSHIPS 
What makes a happy customer?  In the context of what CUDRRS provides to local Rugby, it means that we 
  ●  do deliver what we promise and manage clubs’ expectations of what we can deliver realistically  
  ●  act responsibly if we make a mistake explain and apologise if that’s appropriate                                   
  ●  foster a feeling of mutual support and fellowship 
                          ●  communicate effectively and are responsive to their needs. 
 

Our SMACs were established to promote goodwill between the clubs and the society, the hospitality they show to-
wards referees and their support of refereeing in general. The success of these links is measured by the clubs 
commitment to winning The Whistlers’ Trophy and the Fair Play Trophy. They do care about having referees and 
make them welcome.  
  

Steve Cardy, the WT invigilator, told CONTACT that mid season under the new go faster scoring system has not 
shown up any particular surprises. Ely are in first place with an excellent 91%, followed by Newmarket on 88.29%. 
Wendens Ambo and Sawston are on 83.33% and 81.33% respectively. 
 

He qualified this by adding that these scores are slightly skewed because of the low number of results that have 
come in. This is more to do with the relatively few games that they play rather than low returns from referees. 
 

Steve added that reporting by our referees has improved considerably now that they are included in the expenses 
claim forms. He interprets that  Cambridge's 80.53% might actually be more creditable than fifth place suggests.  
 

“I think it is the highest position they have ever reached at any time in any season since the competition started”. 
There’s something the Cambridge SMAC might help the club improve upon. 
 

Sadly, last season's winners, Cantabrigians, are doing a bit of a Leicester City and are down in 12th place. 
Their 65.24% rating leaves them with a lot of ground to make up. 
 

Yet their Fixtures Secretary, John Edmonds, said in response to SMAC Osbourn’s enquiry  “Yes we are very happy 
with CUDRRS. We always have a referee when required and a couple have also helped pre-season and occa-
sional Thursday nights at training”. 
 

Ely Tiger’s, Director of Rugby, Adrian Storey told SMAC Jon Evans that after his discussions with both the seniors 
and youth coaching teams he would like to say that as a club they are very happy with the service provided by the 
society. 
  

He added “It is only on very rare occasions that a society ref is unable to cover any youth games, (which is clearly 
not the case when we visit clubs outside of your jurisdiction) and as a club we would like to pass on our thanks to 
all of your members for their support. 
 

From a 1st team point, we have found it particularly noticeable that the standard of referees appointed to our home 
league games at Ely is consistently good but when playing teams outside of the county we have found that the 
standards are somewhat more variable.  Please keep up the fantastic work”.  
Editor’s comment:  Such gratitude is heart warming. Makes me wish I could start refereeing again. But no! 

OLD ACQUAINTANCES NOT FORGOT 
Mike Bragg’s article in the last issue of CONTACT, Too Many Cooks, prompted our New Zealand friend, Roger 
Drew, to write  

Nice articles... a couple of names in your publication that I know such as Tutts (Mike Tutty) & John Meersman.         
It is such a small world.  Unsure if you are on FACEBOOK but we drop a lot of info on this medium as well 
I hope the season is going well? 
Will catch up with a number of your fellow UK refs next week in Dubai so looking forward to this 
May I wish you all a great festive season as well.  
Cheers, Rog. 
 

Like Heineken Lager, CONTACT refreshes those parts that others do not reach. In this case, Roger’s memory. 

JANUARY BREAK 
From David Howell, somewhere in the Iberian peninsular, a message. 
 

There is no meeting in January and I am planning our next  meeting for February 7th at Shelford. 
I have applied to the RFU for the CMOD module on the maul which one of their instructors will deliver. 
Lets see what comes!   Festive greetings to you  


